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Chapter 16 – Chapter 13



13-2 The Age of the Earth



• Evidence that earth has changed over time

• Evidence that earth is old

• Evidence that organisms change over time



Evidence in Stone

• 1788 – Hutton – earth is old

•Weather gradually changes earth

• Slow process

• So earth must be old



• Charles Lyell – Principles of Geology

• Book that emphasized the great age of 
earth and the principles of 
uniformitarianism



•Uniformitarianism – the geological structure 
of the earth resulted from cycles of 
observable processes and that these same 
processes operate continuously through time

• Ex.  Sediment deposition in rivers



Fossils

• Found in the rocks

• Preserved ancient remains of organisms

• Some fossils looked like organisms that 
were alive – others did not



Geological Time Scale

•Relative Dating – technique to date fossils 
relative to other fossils in the rocks

• Law of Superposition – successive layers of 
rock or soil were deposited on top of one 
another by wind or water 

– lowest layers are the oldest 

– top layers are the youngest





Radioactive Dating

•Half-life – rate of radioactive decay

• After one half-life, one half of the 
radioactive atoms in a sample have 
decayed

• C-14 ½ life 5770 years

• In 5770 years ½ the C-14 turns into N-14





Fig 13-9 

Geological History of Earth

Earth is 4.5 billion years old



13.3
The fossil record shows that change 

followed change on earth.



Evolution

• The process by which modern organisms 
have descended from ancient organisms



Jean Baptiste Lamarck

•One of the first to notice that living things 

change over time

•Organisms are adapted to their environment



Three Assumptions (INCORRECT)

1. Desire to change

2. Use and Disuse – use body in a different way and 
new character develops

3. Passing on acquired traits 



Lamarck is important because:

• Lamarck paved the way for Darwin 

• First to come up with a theory

• Brought attention to it



Charles Darwin

• 1831- Five year voyage on the HMS 
Beagle

• Traveled the world

• Stopped and looked at lots of places

•Galapagos islands

• Interest in nature, keen observation
skills and analytical mind

• Book On the Origin of the Species



•Darwin developed the theory of Evolution

• Theory – a collection of carefully reasoned and 
tested hypotheses about how evolutionary change 
occurs



Some of Darwin’s Observations



1.  Diversity of Life – variety of living things

• Ex. One day in Brazilian Forest, 68 species of 
beetles

• 3 – 20 million organisms alive today



•Darwin noted fossil evidence 

•More organisms gone than are alive

• 99.9% of organisms on earth are now extinct



Two Questions

•Where did they come from?

•Why have so many disappeared?



2.  Fitness

• Combination of physical traits and behaviors that 
help an organism survive and reproduce in its 
environment

•Many different ways organisms survive and 
produce offspring



Two Questions

•How did all these organisms develop the 
structures that give them their fitness?

•Why are there so many different techniques for 
survival?



Ideas that helped shape Darwin’s 

theory of Evolution



1.  Principles Of Geology  by Lyell

• Earth is old

• Lots of time is needed for evolution

•Geological phenomena could transform the 
face of earth over time

• If earth could change then life could 
change



2.  Farmers – Artificial Selection

•Domesticated organisms vary a great deal

• Inheritable variations

• Variation happened or not



Artificial Selection

• Intervention of humans ensures that only 
individuals with the more desirable traits 
reproduce



3.  Malthus:  Population Controls

• Economist

• Population increases eventually there 
would not be enough space and food 
(famine, disease and war would prevent 
endless growth)

•Darwin noted that this is more true for 
animals – lots of offspring

•Most die, a few go on to reproduce



One Question

•What determines which individual survive 
and reproduce?



• In his book, he ties everything together 
and answered his questions.



Principle of Common Descent

• Idea that species have come from common 
ancestors



Adaptation

•Gives rise to fitness

• Inherited characteristics that increase 
an animals or plants fitness for survival

• Successful adaptations enable 
organisms to survive and reproduce 
better



Evolution happens by Natural Selection



How it works:

• Variation in a population

•More organisms are produced than can fit in 
the environment

• Struggle to survive – against environment 
and each other

•Organisms that are well suited to their 
environment →survive (survival of the fittest)



•Organisms not well suited die

•Well suited organisms go on to 
reproduce and pass on their well suited 
traits (Adaptations)

•Overtime this will slowly change a 
species



❖What is the advantage of the 
snowshoe hare’s seasonal 
color change?

❖The adaptation that allows 
an animal to blend in with its 
environment is called 
camouflage.  What examples 
of camouflage are you familiar 
with?



1.  Stream A and Stream B are 
located on two isolated 
islands with similar 
characteristics.  How do these 
two stream beds differ?

2.  Suppose a fish that varies 
in color from lighter shade to 
a darker shade is introduced 
from stream A into Stream B.  
How might the color of the 
fish population in stream B 
change over time?



Examples of Natural Selection

• England during the

Industrial Revolution

• Peppered moths

• Kettlewell



Evidence of Evolution

• Living things display many different clues to their 
evolutionary history



Homologous Structures

• Similar features that originated in a 
shared ancestor

• Ex.  Forelimbs skeletal structure





Analogous Structures

• Features serve identical functions, that 
they look somewhat alike

•Have very different embryological 
development though may be very different 
in internal anatomy

• Ex. wings



Vestigal Structures

• Features that were useful to an ancestor, 
but they are not useful to the modern 
organism that has them

• Ex.  Tail bone, appendix

• An organism with a vestigial feature 
probably shares common ancestor with an 
organism that has a functional version of 
the same feature





Similarities in Embryology

• Early stages of different vertebrates embryos 
are strikingly similar to each other



Similarities in Macromolecules

•DNA, RNA, Proteins

•More similar forms of organisms have a 
more recent common ancestor than do 
less-similar forms

•Darwin determined similarities by 
looking at organisms on the anatomical 
level

• Similarities are very true at the 
molecular level – homologous proteins, 
DNA, RNA



14-3  Genetics and Evolutionary Theory

•Darwin did not know anything about genetics

•Genes are the source of variation

•Mutations cause variations

•Meiosis causes variation as genes are

given to gametes.

•Natural selection works on an organisms 
phenotype



• To study evolution biologists look at 
populations (a collection of individuals of 
the same species in a given area whose 
members can breed with one another)

• Ex.  All the fish in a pond



• All members of a population can 
interbreed so their offspring share a 
common group of genes

•Gene pool - a common group of genes



Species

• A group of similar looking organisms that 
breed with one another and produce fertile 
offspring in their natural environment



• Evolution happens when the relative 
frequencies of alleles in a gene pool 
change.



14-4  The Development of New Species 

(Speciation)

How organisms interact in their environment

• organisms do not all do the same thing 
and live in the same place



Niche

• Combination of an organisms habitat and its 
role in that habitat 

• If two organisms occupy the same niche 
they compete with each other so no two 
organisms occupy the same niche for a long 
period of time

•Most efficient lives, the other becomes 
extinct



The most common way for a new species to 
form is when populations are separated

Reproductive isolation – no interbreeding



Finch Beak Video
https://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/origin-

species-beak-finch

https://www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/origin-species-beak-finch


Geographic Isolation



Example of Speciation

Darwin’s finches

14 species on Galapagos Islands

Different beaks, different food, different 
habitat





• Founding male and female – Island A

• Separation of populations – Island B

• Changes in the gene pool

•Reproductive isolation

• Sharing the same island – coexistence, 
evolution, extinction



Adaptive radiation – one species gives 
rise to many species

Ex. Hawaiian Honeycreeper



•Divergent Evolution – a number of 
species move away from a common 
ancestral form Ex. Adaptive 
Radiation



• Convergent Evolution – a number of 
different species move toward a common 
form



Genetic Drift

•Random change in the frequency of a gene

• A way evolution can occur without natural 
selection

• chance






